RUSSIAN Orff-Schulwerk Association

Facts....

The 60s of the 20th century: the first Russian visit in Orff-Institute....

The 80-90s: the first orff-pedagogics workshops 2000s-level course in Russia. Russian Orff-Society assembles more than 200 participants. Summer courses bring together up to 300 people....

To be continued...

Special thanks for Frau Liselotte Orff and Carl Orff Stiftung, Studio 49 and presenters and teachers of workshop in Russia: Barbara Haselbach, Ulrike Jungmair, Leonardo Riveiro, Verena Maschat, Rob Amchim, Coloman Callos, Jos Wuitack, Manuela und Michel Widmer, Oritra Matlo, Christiane und Ernst Wiblitz, Andrea Sangiorgio, Doug Goodkin, Reinhold Wirsching, Holger Muthke